
CLUES

Across

  8   Parts of European deeds? (8)
  9    Dish includes T-bone (6)
  10   Jerk plots revolution to kidnap Scottish leader (4)
  11   Oxygen burns up, given Earth’s becoming too warm (10)
  12   It’s wrong to gatecrash Lord’s functions (6)
  14   Relocates record company with scratches (8)
  15   Dislike raves — disorder #1 on reflection (7)
  17   Wishing one well over independence (7)
  20   Doctor made edict to get treated (8)
  22   It warms oven, in theory, periodically (6)
  23   Strong possibility Trump is open to corruption (10)
  24   Delivery of fiddle award (4)
  25   Use up permit in deep trouble (6)
  26   Car issue with wheel: turn sharply around at first (8)

Instructions
Half the solutions must have a letter removed before entry 
in the grid (only valid new words being involved) and half the 
clues need a letter removed before finding their solutions.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 2 November. 
You need to register once and then sign in to 
theguardian.com to enter our online competition for a £100 
monthly prize.
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Down

  1   Bringer of happy ground on Earth (8)
  2   Describe half the alphabet for Brit? (4)
  3   Artificial menu puts vitamin into seeds (6)
  4   In Cyprus, he redesigned sled (7)
  5   Zorb maths shortened interference in the air (8)
  6   At the end, I sign footballer Brooks (10)
  7   Raised wedge of tart and turnover, say (6)
  13   Cremates foundations (10)
  16   A month at university left fellow missing one of 
    weight (8)
  18   One time, two times, finally force field died again (8)
  19   One provides trips by windy roads touring 
    Virgin Islands (7)
  21   Tricky to trap energy of steam (6)
  22   Biker meant to cycle around Germany (6)
  24   Chide revolting little boy on the weekend (4)


